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1. INTRODUCTION 
G. G. Lorentz [I] has developed a general theory of Tauberian theorems, 
showing the connection between Tauberian gap conditions and Tauberian 
order conditions. M. Stieglitz [4] continued these investigations. In the recent 
paper [3] the theory was used to draw a line between Tauberian o- and O- 
conditions. A variant of the main result there [3, Theorem 21 is Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a regular matrix with 
lim inf sup 1 a,, 1 = 0. 
A-m n-0,1.... 
Then there exist constants d,,, > 0 such that 
(1) 
% = 4dA but not u, = O(d,) 
is a Tauberian condition for the method A. 
Here the method A is based on the sequence-to-sequence transform given 
by the matrix A with elements a,, (n, k := 0, l,...), and the U, are the series 
terms (differences) of the sequence s = {ss}: 
(k = 0, I,...). (4 
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All numbers (e.g., the elements of matrices and of sequences) are complex 
numbers if nothing is said to the contrary. The reader can find the basic 
notations of summability in [B]. 
Condition (1) is not superfluous, as shown by the trivial example 
A = identity. The question remained open whether a corresponding example 
with A strictly stronger than convergence could be found. The answer is 
positive, as shown by Theorem 2, whose proof (together with that of 
Theorem 8) is the purpose of the present note. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a regular row-finite matrix A which SL~S 
certain divergent sequences and which has the following transition propertll: 
If the constants d, 3 0 are such that u, == o(d,) is a Tauberian condition 
for A, then also u,,, = O(d,) is a Tauberian condition for A. 
The meaning of o and 0 here is that there exists a sequence {h,) fjuch that 
u,, = h,d,, (m == 0, l,...) and h, = o(1) or = O(l), respectively, as 111 --f c/3. 
Theorem 2 says in other words that there exists a nontrivial matrix A for 
which the transition from a Tauberian o-condition to the correlsponding 
O-condition is always possible. The proof consists of two parts. First 
(Section 2, Theorem 3) we exhibit a sequence space (or rather a class of 
sequence spaces) with the desired Tauberian property. Then (Section 3, 
Theorem 8) we show that this space is the convergence domain of a matrix. 
The approach is based on “Einfolgenverfahren” (cf. [B, p. 481) and their 
generalizations (cf. [5, 21). The construction of such matrices is interesting 
also from the point of view of general summability theory. 
2. A SEQUENCE SPACE 
The space which we have in mind will contain (c), the set of convergent 
sequences, and certain sequences sj = {sj$} (j = 0, I,...) with 
s(i) zz 0 
k 
for k = O,..., q(j) ~ 1, 
where the indices q(j) are such that 
(3) 
0 < q(0) < q(l) < ‘.‘. (4) 
For the present purpose the q(j) are otherwise arbitrary (one could even 
relax (4)); later more requirements will be imposed on them recursively. 
We denote our space by 6 = G(s”, s1 ,...) and give its definition: 6 consists 
of all sequences s = (sk). of the form 
s = 5 ;- 5 AIS’, (5) 
I-0 
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where I E (c) and Ai --f 0. In the latter series of sequences we use coordi- 
natewise convergence: this convergence is assured (even for arbitrary Ai) 
because of (3) (4). The main idea is now to use sequences sj where sr changes 
less rapidly than so, s’ less rapidly than sl, and so on. More precisely we 
demand (for the corresponding series terms, cf. (2); ~2’ == urn(j)): 
For each j the quotient in (8) is defined for all large nz. 
We provide an example of a set of sequences sj fulfilling all the mentioned 
conditions. Putting 
we check easily that the series terms v$ of the sequences w’ are of type (6), 
(7) and (8). Now, given any indices obeying (4) we put 
U(J) _ if(,) for III ~~~ o,..., q(j) - 1 nz 
m for nz = q(j), q(j) + I,...; 
(10) 
then (6), (7), (8), and (3) are fulfilled. 
The transformation (10) of the sequences WJ of our example into corre- 
sponding sequences si can be accomplished in the same manner for any given 
set {wj>. This will be used in Section 3. We describe the transformation (10) 
also by the formula 
Now we state: 
THEOREM 3. Jfthe si fuljill the conditions (6), (7), (8), and (3), (4), then the 
sye 6 = G(sO, P,...) (CJ (5)) has th e o f II owing property: [f the constants 
\ 0 are such that any sequence s E 6 with u, = o(&) is convergent, m 7 
then also any sequence s E G with u, = 0(&J is convergent. 
In other words: If 11~ = o(&) is a Tauberian condition for 6, then also 
%I = O(&) is a Tauberian condition for 6. The theorem remains true if 
condition Xj - 0 in (5) is replaced by Aj = O(1) (which gives a larger G). 
Of course it remains true for any subset of 6. 
Proof. We assume that u, = o(d,,,) is a Tauberian condition for 6. 
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For each j the sequence sj is unbounded because of (6); hence u,(j) = o(&) 
is not true, and therefore &,/I u,,(j)1 - co is not true. This means (when 
Ill + co) 
lim inf &/I u,(j)1 < 00 (j = 0, l,...). 
Using (8) we even get 
d 
lim inf i = lim inf dn u,,(j -t 1) 
I h&i + l)l 
~- = 0 (j = 0, l,...). 
ud.i) 
(12) 
After this preparation we show that Al,,, = O(d,) is a Tauberian condition 
for 6. Given a sequence s E G with 
j urn I :: Kd, , (m = 0, l,...; for suitable K) (13) 
we have to show that this sequence is convergent. According to (5) 
f4n = U, + f h+,,(j) with i ii711 convergent, hj ---f 0. 
j=O ,,l=il 
We examine the coefficient h, . Because of (6) there is an index ITI,, such that 
u,(O) f 0 for m > m, , Furthermore it follows from (7) that 
I u,( j)/um(0) I G 2-j, (112 ;c 4; J -~ ~ 1, 2....), (14) 
and from (8) that 
I %nw~m(o)i - 0, (m + co; j = 1, 2 ,... ). (15) 
Because of (14) and hj + 0 the series on the right-hand side of the equation 
converges uniformly in m; using (15) together with Ir, = o(l) and 
I u,,(O)1 - ~0 we get 
lim uJu~(O) = h, (as m + 03). (16) 
From (13) and (12) we derive 
lim inf 1 uJu~(O)I = 0. 
This and (16) yield X, = 0. In the same manner we show that X, = 0, 
A, = o,... . It follows that s = I, hence that s is a convergent sequence. 
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3. A CORRESPONDING MATRIX 
We shall construct a regular matrix A whose convergence domain c, is 
a sequence space 5 == G(s”, sl,...) of the form (5). For this purpose we start 
with sequences wj which are linearly independent modulo (nz), where (m) 
is the set of bounded sequences and linear independence refers to finite linear 
combinations. Using suitable indices q(j) we get the si yielding 6 by 
formulas (lo), (II). The q(,j) play an important role; they have to fulfill (4), 
and additional requirements will be imposed on them recursively (cf. the 
proof of Lemma 7). The main result of the present section is given in 
Theorem 8. The sequences w’ = {IV;,“~ described in (9) are linearly inde- 
pendent modulo (~JE), as demanded in Theorem 8; the corresponding si 
(defined by (10) or (1 I) with indices q(,j) of type (4)) satisfy the assumptions 
of Theorem 3. This yields our Theorem 2. Of course we can use many other 
sets of sequences wj. In this connection it is useful to observe the following 
fact: Properties (6) and (8) are not influenced by the choice of the q(,j), while 
property (7) is a consequence of (8) if we make the y(,j) increase fast enough. 
LEMMA 4. Let C be a regular matrix with 
cn];=O (k<n), c,,-== 1, ,p& <P < 1. (17) 
/ 
Then the convergence domain cc. consists qj’all sequences 
s=s+s where s E (c) and cs = 0. (18) 
ProoJ See [5, Theorem 2, Lemma 21. We repeat the main features. The 
matrix C = I - H has a regular inverse C--l : I + H + H2 + ..., of 
type (17) with p replaced by p/( 1 - p). Hence C maps (c) onto (c). This 
yields (18). 
For later reference we note that under the assumptions of Lemma 4 the 
boundedness domain IQ consists of all sequences 
n z s=s+s where P E (m) and cg =x 0; (19 
and that 
s =: c-yes> for SE cc. (20) 
LEMMA 5. Let the sequence w be unbounded. Then there exists, jbr each 
given p (0 < p < l), a regular row-$nite B of type (17) whose null space 
consists of the multiples of w. 
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Proof (cf. [5, Theorem 31). We put bnl, :; 0 for k < /I and h,, = 1; 
further each row will contain at most one element b,, f 0 with k > n. 
To define this element we shall use indices /Q x /zl < “‘; for b,, and w, 
we shall also write b(/z, k) and w(n). We determine 17,, uniquely by demanding 
w(O) z ‘.I --_ W(& - 1) 1= 0, w(n,,) 7: 0 (21) 
(hence /TV : 0 if 1,~~ f 0), and choose 12~ , 17~ ,... recursively such that 
w(q) #~ 0 (i = 1, 2,...), 
1 w(r7)/w(tzi)l < p/i for /ljP? < II -: ilj ] (i == 1, 2,...), 
using the auxiliary index n_, =-. /I~~ - 1 (so that in the case i 2 1 only 
12 = 17~) is admitted). For each /I 17~ the equation 
w(n) + b(n, ni) w(n;) 2 0, (nea i: n :Z: npl ; i == I, 2 ,... :I (22) 
defines one element b(n, k) with k ;- /I. We put b(n, k) -= 0 for all other 
k ;- n (also in the case /I -.; 17,, , compare (23)). Now B is well defined, regular, 
row-finite, and of type (17). It follows from (22) that Bw - 0. On the other 
hand each solution of the equation Bx ~- 0 is of the form x :- yw, since it is 
uniquely determined by the value X(/I,,). Hence B has all the desired properties. 
We emphasize that (if n, > 0) 
b,,,, = 0 for h- -F 17, (I2 = 0 ,...) n,, -- 1); (23) 
this means that the rows 0, I,..., /I” - 1 of B coincide with the corresponding 
rows of the identity matrix. Further we mention the following fact concerning 
the equation Bs = t (also written as (BY), := t, ; II = 0, I,...): If (Bs)~ - 0 
for /z == 0 ,..., IZ, (with any fxed j), then ,P,< == y~i’,~ for k : 0 ,..., nj (a.nd also 
for k 7. //j+r) with suitable y. We shall only need the following part of this 
assertion: Given an index /I there is an index p* such that 
(Bs), = 0 for /I = 0 ,..., p* implies si,. = y\~,~ for k : 0 .,.., p. (24) 
Our Lemma 7 and its proof are prepared and illustrated by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let the sequences wO,..., w’be linearly independent nzodulo (r/z). 
The/l there exists, ,for each given p (0 < p < I), a regular rowfinite matrix 
?f type ( 17) whose null space consists qf all linear conzbirzations 
Hence the corresponding convergence domain is given by (18) with s as 
above. 
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Proof (cf. [5, Theorem 31). We outline the main points. The matrix in 
question will be given as a product C(r): 
C(r) = B(r) B(r -~ 1) ... B(0). (‘5) 
Here B(0) is the matrix B of Lemma 5 for w == wO; its null space is spanned 
by wO. Next B(1) is the B for w =- B(O)k which sequence is unbounded 
because of (19); we find that the null space of B(1) B(0) is spanned by w” 
and WI. Further B(2) is the B for w -= B(1) B(O)w”, and so on. By making the 
corresponding bounds p,, ,..., p, small enough we achieve the bound p for C(r). 
Considering the equation C(r)s = t we prove by successive application 
of (24): Given any index p there is an index p* such that 
implies 
(B(r) ‘.. B(O)s), ~= 0 
s,, = y”s;c~’ A- .’ -I y,sy 
for 11 := O,...,p*, 
for ii -= O,..., p, 
(26) 
with suitable scalars y. ,..., yr. 
LEMMA 7. Let the sequences w”, WI,... be linearly independent module (m) 
and let p (0 < p c: 1) be given. Then there exist indices q(j) of type (4) and a 
regular row$nite C of type (17) such that the null space of C consists ?f all 
sequences 
Lj I_ yoso ,- yls’ 1. . . . (27) 
where the SJ are defined by (11) and the yj are arbitrary scalars. 
Hence the convergence domain co is given by (18) with H as above. In (27) 
we use coordinatewise convergence as in (5). 
Proof. Using the construction (25) we shall define matrices B(O), B(l).... 
and indices y(j), p(,j), p*(j) which satisfy 
q(0) :< p(0) 5; p*(o) < q(I) _ p(1) :< p*(I) < ‘.’ 
and the conditions mentioned below. 
We put 
4(O) = 1 (which implies that s:,Oj = 0) (280) 
and choose p(0) >I q(0) such that 
.y(O) f 0 I; for at least one k with q(0) -<, k A; p(0). (2%) 
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B(0) is defined as the matrix B of Lemma 5 with w : so. Using (24) we choose 
p*(O) 3 y(O) such that 
implies 
(w9x)n = 0 for 17 ~~7 O,..., y*(O), 
Sk = y s;!‘) 0 L for k = O,...,p(O), 
where y. is uniquely determined because of (29,). 
Next we choose q(1) > p*(O) such that 
(B(O)s’), = 0 for k : O,..., p*(O), 
(30”) 
cw 
andp(l) 3 q(1) such that 
sp) # 0 for at least one k with q(1) < k < p(l). (29,) 
B( 1) is defined as the matrix B of Lemma 5 with w = B(0) sl. Because of(28,) 
the rows O,...,p*(O) of B(1) coincide with the corresponding rows of the 
identity matrix (cf. (23)), hence B(0) and B(1) B(0) coincide in the rows 
0 ,..., p*(O). Using (26) we choose p*(l) > p(l) such that 
(B(1) B(O)x), = 0 for II = O,...,p*(l), 
implies (301) 
Xk = y sp 0 + yls:] for k = O,...,p(l), 
where y. and y1 are uniquely determined because of (29). Further the yu here 
is the same as in (30,). 
The next step yields q(2), p(2), p*(2), and B(2) z B with w = B(l)B(0)s2. 
Similarly as above, B(2) and the identity matrix, and therefore B(1) B(0) 
and B(2) B(1) B(0) coincide in the rows O,..., p*(l). Furthermore 
implies 
W’) B(1) NW, = 0 for 17 = O,...,p*(2), 
XJc = yoq i- 7l.k F(l) + y2q for k = O,...,p(2), 
(30,) 
where y. , y1 , yz are uniquely determined, and y. , y1 are the same as in (30,). 
In this manner we continue. The construction of C consists now in putting 
together rows O,..., p*(O) of B(0); rows p*(O) + I,...,p*(l) of B(1) B(0); 
rows p*(l) + l,...,p*(2) of B(2) B(1) B(0); and so on. Similarly as above, 
C and B(j) ... B(0) coincide in the rows O,..., p*(j). This C is clearly row-finite, 
and it is of type (17) if we use bounds p,, , p1 ,... with (1 + po)(l + pJ a.. < 
I + p. Regularity of C, however, is not jet guaranteed. This defect can be 
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repaired by a suitable choice of the p*(j). We make (for example) p*(l) not 
only so large that (30,) holds, but also so large that 
jf ~(B(l) B(O)),,,. / 1 i (i B(1); B(0)i),r. .; p:! for 11 /I*( 1) 
I> 11 1 i, =,I, 1-l 
Then the norms of the rows p*(l) -I- 1. [I*( I) + 2,... of B(L) B(0) and B(2) 
are less than 1 -/- p2, hence the norms of the corresponding rows of 
B(2) B( 1) B(0) are less than (1 -I- p#. Thus we achieve that the norms of the 
rows p*(j) + I,..., p*(,j -+ 1) of C are less than (1 -I- P~+~)~. whence it follows 
that the row-sums of C are tending to I. 
The proof that all sequences (27) belong to the null space of C is left to the 
reader. Now let Cx .= 0. This implies, e.g., that (B(2) B(1) B(O)x),; 0 for 
0 ‘i k .’ p*(2). whence sic -mm y&‘) i ..I T- >+$) for 0 ( k ,z p(2) by (30,). 
In the same way we show that x,; = yosr’ + ... f : ypi3) for 0 :< k CY p(3)? 
where y. , y, , yL are the same as before; and so on. It follows that there are 
uniquely determined constants y. , y, ,... such that x coincides with 
yes” + YlSl + .‘. in any section. 
THEOREM 8. Let the sequences w”, WI,... be linearly independent module (m). 
Then there exist indices q(j) with 0 :< q(0) <: q(1) < ... and a regular 
row-@ite matrix A whose convergence domain cq consists of all sequelIces 
s : = {s,J qf the ,form 
where the sj are dejiued bl 
sj = wj - {We’)...) w(J) q-2 ’ H’(j) q-l' ll.(n’ll )... 1, 4 ~= 40). (32) 
We note that (3 I), (32) are the same as (5), (11). Alternatively we can 
construct A such that r, is given by a modification of (31): No restrictions for 
the scalars (see Lemma 7), or certain suitable restrictions. 
ProoJ: We start from the C constructed in Lemma 7 and change it with 
the intention to introduce the restriction that the scalars in (27) form a null 
sequence. First we explain the basic idea. Let fn be the row-functionals 
determined by C and let h, be functionals with 
h,(s) = in 3 (s E cc). (33) 
The sequence of functionals 
fo ,.Al + 110 ,h ,.f, + 4 ,... (34) 
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defines a summability method with convergence domain (31): Convergence 
of the sequence fO(s),fO(s) + h,(s),... implies convergence of fn(s), hence 
s E cc, and implies also h,(s) ---f 0, hence yn --f 0; and vice versa. In. order to 
get a matrix method we have to replace the /I, by suitable row-functionals 
(compare [7]). 
The convergence domain cc is an FK-space, see [8, p. 381. The mapping 
(cf. (20)) is linear and continuous. Now y0 is determined by 8, = y,,~j,~’ for 
the k specified in (29,). Then yl, yA ,... are determined recursively by similar 
formulas. Hence the functionals h, in (33) exist and are linear and continuous. 
Each /lj (j = 0, I,...) admits a representation 
(s E cc ; cf. [6, p. 476, 5.21) where 
Inserting in (35) the sequences s = (O,..., 0, 1, 1 ,...I, for which h,(s) =: 0, 
shows that the pj are vanishing. Now we approximate h,(s) by 
where 
‘I hl(3) 
g,(s) = c cy.T;, -t- c p;yq (36) 
J.-O ?? -0 
t l/3t:ii-0 as ,i-+ 22. 
n=,rr(J),~l 
(37) 
Condition (37) assures gj(S) - h,(s) ---f 0 asj + cc (s E cc). Therefore we can 
replace the hj in (34) by the gj without changing the convergence domain. 
By rearranging (36) we see that each gj is a finite row-functional. This 
concludes the proof. 
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